We demonstrate with two examples the success and potential of recent developments in x-ray protein crystallography at ultra high resolution. Our preliminary structural analyses using diffraction data collected for the two proteins crambin and savinase show meaningful deviations from the conventional independent spherical atom approximation. A noise-reduction averaging technique enables bonding details of electron distributions in proteins to be revealed experimentally for the first time. We move one step closer to imaging directly the fine details of the electronic structure on which the biological function of a protein is based.
The principles underlying all molecular recognition processes and enzymatic reactions are based on chemistry involving the outer shell electrons of molecules, functional groups, or atoms (1) . Detailed knowledge of electronic structure is a prerequisite for a deeper chemical understanding of biological processes.
Precise electron distributions may be obtained from quantum mechanical calculations. Schrödinger's equation provides the theoretical basis for the determination of wave functions from which the electron density may be computed. However even with rather extreme approximations, the numerical complexity of this approach excludes the possibility of modeling entire macromolecules and their interactions.
A qualitative image of electron distributions may also be obtained experimentally by the diffraction of x-rays from a crystal. The extent of the data (the number of unique reflections) in reciprocal (diffraction) space is quantified by the nominal resolution. There is an inverse relationship between direct space (the crystal) and diffraction space (the measurements): long range features of the molecule correspond to low resolution diffraction data, short range to high resolution. The minimum separation between the individual features in the electron density map, i.e. the level of detail, is approximately equal to the nominal resolution of the data multiplied by 0.7 (2) . Additional smearing of the electron density results from atomic vibration and static disorder and may increase this factor to about 1.1 (3) . Roughly speaking, to resolve two points separated by 1.0-Å distance requires x-ray data extending to 1.0-Å resolution.
Observed distributions of core electrons are very well approximated by the spherical atomic density models employed routinely in crystallography. However, valence electrons show deviations from spherical symmetry, and their detection requires very high resolution diffraction data. Deformation density arising from such deviations can commonly be observed for small molecules.
In proteins, deformation density is generally not visible because of a number of factors. Macromolecules are flexible polymers and considerably disordered. Vibration of the atoms spreads the distribution of the electrons. The effect of this is two-fold. First, the resolution of the x-ray crystal diffraction is typically lower than that required to experimentally observe valence electrons (4) . Second, modeling atomic vibration by isotropic or anisotropic atomic displacement parameters at least partially takes up the effects of the bonding electron features (4, 5) . Particularly at high resolution, the standard crystallographic modeling, i.e. the approximation of the electron density distribution by a set of spherically symmetric atom-centered densities, cannot correctly account for important features such as bonding or lone pair electrons.
The fundamental observation of chemistry that properties of groups of atoms are to some extent conserved has led to an elegant approach to modeling electron density in macromolecules. Namely, the electron density multipole parameters obtained from small molecules have been proposed to be transferable to macromolecules (6) . This may be viewed as a crystallographic adaptation of Bader's theory of atoms in molecules (7) . Although the transferability has been demonstrated to give good results for polypeptides, its applicability to proteins has not previously been shown.
We show here that good quality x-ray diffraction data to atomic resolution (8) do permit detection of bonding electron information in proteins. We employ a simple technique of noise reduction for an averaged peptide bond to reveal this bonding information.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Relevant experimental details are presented in Table I . X-ray data were collected using synchrotron radiation from the DORIS storage ring (EMBL Hamburg, DESY) and a MAR Research imaging plate and processed using the HKL suite (9) . The models were refined using SHELXL (10) . The procedures used were those routinely applied in protein crystallography. Full description of the structures, together with data collection and refinement will be published elsewhere.
The extraction of bonding information relies on the fundamentally repetitive nature of macromolecular polymers. Proteins consist of linear chains of amino acids with a backbone built from a set of repeating peptide units. The electron density for the peptides repeats along the chain, and this fact was used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Provided the electron density distribution for all peptide units only differs in the level of statistical noise present, averaging of N such units is expected to increase the signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of ͌N. Although density for peptide units is not exactly the same over the protein chain and, in addition, some systematic errors always remain, averaging the peptide plane density proved to be powerful for the extraction of non-spherical valence information.
Self-consistent reaction field (SCRF) calculations on a simple dipep-tide model were carried out at Hartree-Fock level with a medium sized split valence basis set (HF/6 -31ϩG) with the GAMESS software package (11) .
RESULTS
The first example concerns the 46-residue plant protein crambin from Crambe abyssinica (12, 13) . Its structure at 130 K was previously reported at 0.83-Å resolution with data from a rotating anode x-ray source (14) . We collected synchrotron diffraction data to 0.67 Å at 100 K, and the model has been refined preliminarily against the complete set of unique reflections, Table I . The densities for individual amino acid residues show no significant evidence of deviation from the spherical atom approximation. However, exploiting the repetitive structure by superimposing the electron density of 40 peptide units (excluding the five peptides modeled with two conformations) does reveal detailed features.
The averaged density, Fig. 1 , shows two peaks on both sides of the atoms within the peptide plane. These correspond to the highly populated regions of (, ) conformational space for L-amino acids (15), one of each pair representing a CB atom, the other the N or C atoms of the adjacent residues. In addition, a build-up of electron density between the atoms along the bonds is apparent.
Features in the averaged difference map, Fig. 2 , are even more prominent. They provide clear experimental observation of the bonding electrons in the peptide moiety, namely the electrons in the middle of the CA-C, C-N, and N-CA bonds. Bonding density outside the peptide unit is visible next to the two CA atoms. Weaker density is visible for the C-O bond and even a trace of the N-H bonding density. With imagination, one can see traces of the lone pairs of the carbonyl oxygen. We approximated the peaks in the middle of the bonds between non-hydrogen atoms by a three-dimensional Gaussian function, and we estimated their content to be around 0.02 to 0.03 electrons. These values are lower than the comparable values for small molecules, typically about 0.4 to 0.5 electrons (5, 16) because of the lower resolution.
For comparison, we have calculated the deformation density of a peptide plane with purely theoretical methods, Fig. 3 , as outlined above. Although this level of density detail is well beyond the scope of any x-ray diffraction experiment, we feel that the striking qualitative resemblance justifies our approach. The agreement exceeded our expectations and demonstrates the level of detail that can be extracted from diffraction data. It has now become feasible to image features as small as a fraction of an electron, thus recovering otherwise lost information.
We extended our analysis to a 27-kDa protein, savinase, a subtilisin-like proteinase (17) , where the data only extended to a resolution of 0.90 Å, Table I . Despite the lower resolution, the larger molecular weight of savinase enhances the effectiveness of the density averaging. The results from savinase corroborate those obtained for crambin, with clearly visible bonding density, Fig. 4 . Because of the more limited resolution and higher atomic displacement parameters, the bonding density is more pronounced for the longer bonds, CA-C and N-CA, and overlaps somewhat with the bonding density outside the peptide unit. The peaks in the middle of the bonds C-O, C-N, and N-H are smaller but still clearly visible. The traces of lone pair electrons have vanished.
DISCUSSION
For the first time, bonding electrons have been observed experimentally for macromolecules. These results are qualitatively in good agreement with theoretical studies. Very high resolution x-ray data from crystals with low disorder and thermal motion are essential. Fortunately, this is now feasible not only for a small protein like crambin but for much larger proteins. The advent of high intensity synchrotron radiation sources, efficient two-dimensional detectors and cryogenic freezing techniques permits crystallographic x-ray data collection of unprecedented quality. By the middle of 1995, there were about 30 x-ray crystal data sets recorded for proteins at atomic (1.2 Å or higher) resolution (18) . By the end of 1998, there were about 130 such data sets collected on EMBL Hamburg beam lines alone. The proteins vary in size from 5-6 kDa (crambin or rubredoxin (19) ) up to about 280 kDa for a heterohexameric methyl coenzyme M reductase. 1 Comparative studies of theoretical models for the electron density can now be performed for macromolecules, and modified non-spherical scattering factors may be derived. The repeating peptide motif allows an important means of enhancing the weak signal by averaging within the backbone. The methodological advance of averaging was thus essential for the unmasking of the bonding electron signal. This method may be extended to at least some of the side chains. One can also envision averaging the densities for a set of proteins. There is clearly a need to develop more elaborate methods to extract subtle information present in the x-ray diffraction data. Ideally one would like to visualize directly the valence electron density for an atomic group of interest, e.g. in an enzyme active site.
Exploitation of the techniques presented here will have an important biological impact because all macromolecular recognition and enzymatic processes are consequences of the valence electron distribution of interacting atoms or functional groups. Elucidation of detailed electronic structure is clearly beneficial for a deeper understanding of the chemical reactions underlying biological processes. The fine but subtle details of the stereochemical and electronic environment of key atoms are critical to function, catalysis, or ligand interactions. They are also crucial in knowledge-based drug design, enhancement of substrate stereoselectivity, and development of biological molecules with desired and directed properties. This work moves us one important step closer to these goals.
